
GSRLA BOARD MEETING JULY 13, 2017 
 
Meeting called to order by Blake Bethards at 7:05 
 
Guest Speaker:  Olaf Kroettinger of Watchdog Surveillance gave a presentation on updating our 
security cameras.  
We have also received a quote from Livewire Security.  
 
Security Gate:  The cost to repair will be $4850. if the entire gate needs replacement and $4100. if 
he can re-use the logo. The gate should be ready in two weeks.  
Blake to investigate using a shear pin or an aluminum arm to mitigate damage if the gate is forced 
open again.  
 
Old Business:  Sean McDermott outlined four scenarios for our camera systems. The board will 
have a meeting (possibly on line?) when Ali returns to decide which way to proceed.  
 
Treasurers Report:  With the sale of 2151 Marden, hopefully we can reclaim our past years dues. 
Brian Neil suggested we change our bank from El Dorado Savings to Chase. Motion made and 
passed.  
 
Architectural Review:  Cal Reynolds has three items that need signatures.  
 
Trees:  Mike LaDeaux met with AT&T concerning oak trees on Jane and Clarksville laying in 
AT&T’s wiring. AT&T has not responded. Mike plans to send E-Mails out to people whose trees 
need trimming.  
 
Borders:  Dixon Ranch contacted Blake who referred them to Mark Hartmann.  They have not 
contacted Mark.  Discussion on EDH vs. Rescue. Would insurance rates go down if we were EDH?   
(FYI: My insurance Allstate says there ‘might be a little change’)  
 
Roads:  We are waiting on a quote from Vans who is booked up until September. I will get a quote 
from CPM who cracked sealed our roads. I’ll have CPM also quote on the damage on Ethel and E. 
Green Springs.  
We (board, Ali or me) will send a letter to Mark Waterman and Veerkamp concerning the damage 
on Jane. We should wait until we get a quote from CPM.  
 
CC&R’s:  Kleinhans – Fixed; McKinney – closed (for now); 1961 E. Green Springs fence needs 
repair; Moeller – fence needs painting (still); 2151 Marden – possible inoperative vehicles.  
 
Fire Safety:  Weed and brush clean-up on the north side of Howard. Possible quote from Bailey.  
(I have asked for a quote from Mike Bielik who did weed eating on my property)  
 
New Business:  None 
 
Adjournment:  8:50  
 
Bill Kenney 
 


